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ABSTRACT

Extending 0.33NA EUV single patterning to 28nm pitch becomes very challenging in terms of stochastic de-
fectivity, which demands high contrast lithographic images. The low-n attenuated phase-shift mask (attPSM)
can provide superior solutions for individual pitches by mitigating mask three-dimensional effects. The simu-
lation and experiment results have shown substantial imaging improvements: higher depth of focus at similar
normalized image log slope and smaller telecentricity error values than the best binary mask configuration. In
this paper, the exploration of low-n attPSM patterning opportunity for pitch 28nm metal design is investigated.
The lithographic performance of the low-n attPSM is compared to the standard binary Ta-based absorber mask.
As well, the impact of mask tonality (bright-field vs. dark-field) on the pattern fidelity and process window is
evaluated both by simulations and experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) has been part of high-volume manufacturing (HVM). To
further push 0.33NA EUV single patterning down to pitch 28nm metal design becomes very challenging in terms
of stochastic defectivity and process window. It is requiring complex and expensive design, mask and process
co-optimization. Currently, imec is developing and evaluating the patterning techniques to enable 0.33NA EUV
single patterning at pitch 28nm.1–4 To have a good control of stochastic variability at tight pitch, high Normalized
Image Log-Slope (NILS) is required. However, Mask three-Dimensional (M3D) effects have been well known in
EUVL imaging, which introduces lithographic image contrast fading, telecentricity errors through focus, best
focus shift through pitch and through slit printability issues.5–8 To mitigate the M3D effects, one approach is to
employ alternative mask stacks.7,9–17 The low-n attenuated phase-shift mask (attPSM) has shown substantial
imaging improvements both in simulations and experiments: higher depth of focus (DoF) at similar NILS and
smaller telecentricity errors than the best binary mask configuration.13,18–20 In this paper, the exploration of
using low-n attPSM for patterning pitch 28nm metal design is investigated both by simulations and experiments,
the impact of mask tonality is considered as well. To have a straightforward comparison, the standard binary
Ta-based absorber masks (dark- and bright-field) are used as the references. The lithographic performance of
the low-n attPSM for patterning pitch 28nm metal design is evaluated using the first imec low-n attPSM masks
(dark- and bright-field masks).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the context. The Source Mask Optimization (SMO)
strategy and the Mask Optimization (MO) results using the given low-n attPSM stack information will be
briefly introduced. Section 3 compares the lithographic patterning performance between the low-n attPSM and
the reference binary mask by simulations and experiments, for patterning vertical pitch 28nm metal design based
on generic building blocks. The last section will provide the summary.
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2. CONTEXT

In this paper, the simulations and experiments of the use-case are performed at conditions of imec’s 0.33NA
NXE:3400 EUV scanner.21 The same SMO strategy in the paper of Xu et al.17 was carried out together with
the actual low-n attPSM stack provided by the maskshop, to obtain the optimized source for the low-n attPSM.

Figure 1 shows the optimized sources respective for binary mask and low-n attPSM, the SMO input target
clip is vertical pitch 28nm 1:1 Line/Space grating. These two sources are very similar with minor difference and
will be used for all the simulations and experiments, for dark-field and bright-field of both low-n attPSMs and
binary masks.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: SMO optimized sources when using vertical pitch 28nm Line/Space grating as the input target: (a)
source for the reference binary mask; (b) source for the low-n attPSM.

Figure 2 shows the imec N3 random logic design clip that is used in the MO steps, the process window evalu-
ation points are placed as the red cutlines across the 1µm2 design area. Our previous investigation demonstrates
that the low-n attPSM performs the best for 0.33NA EUV single patterning at pitch 28nm, both for dark-field
mask with sub-resolution assist features (SRAFs) and bright-field mask without SRAFs.17

Figure 2: imec N3 random logic design clip with design retargeting: (a) dense Line/Space, the minimum pitch is
28nm, and the minimum trench CD is 14nm; (b) and (d) semi-dense features; (c) isolated feature; (e) Two-Bar;
(f) Three-Bar; (g) T2T with CD is 20nm. Semi-isolated and isolated features target CD are between 14nm and
18nm. The red cutlines are used for OPW evaluation.

Figure 3 shows the exposure latitude (EL) vs. DoF of CD-based overall process window (OPW) both for
dark-field mask with SRAFs and bright-field mask without SRAFs. An example of OPW is shown on the top
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right of the figure, which is calculated by overlapping the process window of each red cutline shown in Fig. 2,
and the fitting ellipse is used to compute the overall EL and DoF. With respect to the reference dark-field binary
mask, the dark-field low-n attPSM with SRAFs gains ∼40% overall EL; and the bright-field mask without
SRAFs gains ∼25% overall EL compared to bright-field binary mask. In general, bright-field masks without
SRAFs deliver smaller overall DoF with respect to the dark-field mask with SRAFs.

Figure 3: Exposure latitude (EL) vs. depth of focus (DoF) of CD-based overall process window (OPW) both for
dark-field mask with SRAFs and bright-field mask without SRAFs. CD-based OPWs obtained with ± 10% CD
tolerance on trenches, ±20% CD tolerance on T2Ts, the actual mask stack info is used.

3. LITHOGRAPHIC PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE LOW-N
ATTPSM AND THE BINARY MASK

The imec N3 random logic design clip shown in Fig. 2 can be decomposed into several generic building blocks,
such as:

1. dense Line/Space, the minimum pitch and CD are 28nm and 14nm, respectively;
2. semi-dense and isolated Line/Space, the trench CDs are varying between 14nm and 18nm;
3. Two-Bar and Three-Bar geometries, the minimum target resist line CD between two bars is 14nm;
4. T2Ts, the minimum CD of T2T at pitch 28nm is 20nm.

Therefore, the patterning performance between the low-n attPSM and the reference binary mask is compared
using these selected building blocks in this section: vertical Line/Space through pitch, Two-Bar at pitch 28nm,
T2T at pitch 28nm with through target T2T CD. The side-lobe printing risk will be assessed using the edge of
the build block of Line/Space at pitch 28nm.

3.1 Line/Space Through Pitch

a) Best Focus Shift
The EUV-inherent M3D effects introduce best focus shifts through pitch. Figure 4 compares the best focus shift
through pitch of the low-n attPSMs and the reference binary masks. The left figure shows the simulation results,
and the right figure presents the experimental results obtained from imec’s 0.33NA NXE:3400 EUV scanner. The
results demonstrate that the dark-field low-n attPSM has the largest best focus shifts through pitch, the isolated
feature results in 140nm best focus shift with respect to the dense features. The bright-field low-n attPSM has
much smaller best focus shifts with respect to the dark-field low-n attPSM, which is similar to the dark- and
bright-field binary masks. Therefore, the bright-field low-n attPSM and the reference binary masks could deliver
certain OPW without considering SRAFs, the OPWs of bright-field masks are shown in Fig. 3, more details of
OPW comparisons are reported by Xu et. al.17

To mitigate the best focus shifts through pitch of dark-field low-n attPSM, design retargeting and SRAF
insertion are typically considered. Figure 5 shows the best focus shifts through mask CD of Line/Space gratings
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Figure 4: Best focus shifts through pitch of the low-n attPSM and the reference binary mask. DF: dark-field;
BF: bright-field. The left figure shows the simulation results, and the right figure presents the experimental
results obtained from NXE:3400. The sources are shown in Fig. 1.

at pitch 98nm. The left figure is the simulation result and the right figure is the wafer data. The big best focus
shift of the dark-field low-n attPSM can be partly reduced by increasing the mask CD, and the minimum best
focus shift ∼50nm occurs at mask CD around 32nm. However, as the mask CD becomes larger, the best focus
shift becomes larger again. Therefore, only playing with the mask CD bias is not able to completely mitigate
the best focus shift introduced by the dark-field low-n attPSM, SRAF insertion is required as well.

Figure 5: Best focus shifts through mask CD of Line/Space gratings at pitch 98nm. DF: dark-field; BF: bright-
field. The left figure shows the simulation results, and the right figure presents the experimental results obtained
from 0.33NA NXE:3400 EUV scanner. The sources are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 6 shows the intensity profile distribution propagating through focus for Line/Space grating at pitch
56nm and mask CD 20nm. The best focus of each case is defined by the center of the corresponding OPW.
Comparing the four use cases shown in the figure, because of large best focus shift through pitch of the dark-field
low-n attPSM, the feature does not print at defocus =-50nm. When the intensity propagates further through
focus, the simulation shows that the background intensity will exceed the model threshold and print on the
wafer. It is due to the interference between the diffraction light and background light, Therefore, to mitigate the
best focus shift of this feature by SRAF becomes very challenging.

Considering SRAF insertion of the dark-field mask, overexposure is required to evaluate the SRAF printing
risk. Figure 7 shows the optical simulated relationship between overexposure latitude and SRAF CD at defocus
in the range of -50nm and +50nm with step of 10nm. To avoid SRAF printing inside of the OPW, a certain EL
through focus is needed. The top figure demonstrates that to have a reasonable EL through focus (>10%), SRAF
CD needs to be smaller than 6nm, which is beyond current Mask Rules Check (MRC). Considering current MRC
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Figure 6: Aerial image intensity profile distribution through focus for Line/Space grating: pitch 56nm, mask CD
20nm. The best focus for each case is defined by the center of the corresponding OPW shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 7: The relationship between overexposure latitude and SRAF CD for Line/Space grating: pitch 56nm,
mask CD 20nm, the high lighted three points using the circle are the EL of 8nm SRAF at defocus -30nm, 0nm
and +30nm.

of 8nm SRAF size, the high lighted points show that the overexposure latitude is < 0% and > 30% at -30nm
and +30nm defocus, respectively. This means SRAF CD equal to 8nm will print on the wafer at -30nm defocus,
but will not print at +30nm defocus with the nominal dose. The bottom figure presents the measured SEM
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images of Line/Space pitch 56nm mask CD 20nm with 8nm SRAF size through focus, SRAF starts printing at
best focus condition. Therefore, design retargeting is necessary for this feature.

b) NILS Distribution
Figure 8 shows the NILS distribution vs. pitch/mask CD, the purple line in the figure is the pattern density
equal to 0.5, and the blue rectangle in the figure represents the pitch and mask CD distribution of the imec N3
pitch 28nm relevant design. The left column is the bright-field mask use case, the NILS distribution is mainly
mask CD dependent. The bright-field low-n attPSM has slight better NILS for dense Line/Space with pitch
<45nm, and has a slight severe forbidden pitch phenomena with respect to the bright-field binary mask. The
bright-field binary mask has good NILS distribution through pitch (>40nm) with large mask CD (>20nm). To
pattern the iN3 pitch 28nm relevant design, the bright-field low-n attPSM has slightly better NILS with smaller
mask CD with respect to the binary mask.

The right column is the dark field mask use case. As shown in the figure, the mask tonality has a significantly
impact on the NILS distribution, and the dark-field low-n attPSM and binary mask have similar NILS distribution
through pitch and mask CD. The NILS distribution of the dark-field mask has a clear transition region at the
density ∼ 0.5. Dark-field mask with large CD and higher pattern density (>0.5) enables good NILS. There is a
slight difference as the pitch and mask CD becomes larger. In general, for patterning the imec N3 pitch 28nm
relevant design, dark-field masks have lower NILS through pitch and mask CD with respect to the bright-field
masks.

Figure 8: NILS distribution vs. Pitch/Mask CD. The blue rectangle is pitch and mask CD distribution of the
iN3 relevant design pattern.

Considering the tightest pitch 28nm Line/Space grating, Fig. 9 displays the dose sensitivity and pattern
printability of the bright-field masks comparison between low-n attPSM and the reference binary mask. The left
figure is the dose sensitivity vs. the mask CD at pitch 28nm. The triangles are the current wafer anchors. The
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Figure 9: Dose sensitivity and pattern printability of the bright-field masks comparison between low-n attPSM
bright-field mask and the reference binary bright-field mask, for patterning dense pitch 28nm Line/Space gratings,
LWR is not measured by BKM, and only for comparison purpose.

bright-field mask of the low-n attPSM has a slightly lower dose sensitivity with respect to the binary mask. The
right figures are the line width roughness (LWR) comparison, the bright-field low-n attPSM slightly improves
the LWR with respect to the bright-field binary mask.

3.2 Two-Bar Printability

a) Two-Bar Pitch 28nm
Our study shows that one of the main hotspots for pitch 28nm random logic design patterning is the Two-Bar at
pitch 28nm. The left figure of Fig. 10 is a design clip, and the high lighted position is the pitch 28nm Two-Bar
design, where the vias are landing on top of the metals. The width of the design polygon (resist trench or metal)
and the space (resist line) between two polygons are both 14nm. To have a good patterning quality, the two

Figure 10: Two-Bar printability at pitch 28nm for target resist line CD 14nm of low-n attPSM and binary mask
with different tonality (DF: dark-field, BF: bright-field).

design polygons can be retargeted, but not easy for the space between these two polygons, due to the vias landing
on top. Therefore, the process must print 14nm resist line between these two resist trenches. The middle figure
presents the simulated CD vs. the mask space CD of pitch 28nm Two-Bar. The green rectangle is the target
14nm ± 10% CD variation. Without considering SRAFs, the simulations indicate that only bright-field masks
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can print resist line 14nm on target, and the bright-field low-n attPSM can use slightly larger mask space CD
to print the target resist line CD 14nm. The right figure is the measured EL vs. DoF of bright-field masks of
low-n attPSM and binary mask for target resist line CD 14nm with ± 10% CD variation. The EL and DoF of
the bright-field low-n attPSM are improved by ∼ 40% with respect to the binary bright-field mask.

To enable dark-field mask for printing target resist line CD 14nm, SRAFs insertion is considered. Figure 11
shows the simulated CD vs. the space CD of pitch 28nm Two-Bar without and with 8nm SRAFs. The positions
of SRAFs are shown in the left figure. By inserting SRAFs, both dark-field masks of low-n attPSM and the
binary mask are able to print the target resist line CD 14nm with the mask space CD 11nm.

Figure 11: Simulated CD vs. the mask space CD of pitch 28nm Two-Bar without and with 8nm SRAFs (DF:
dark-field).

b) Two-Bar Through Slit
Figure 12 compares M3D effects impact on the CD difference through slit using vertical Two-Bar pitch 40nm CD
20nm. The left figure presents the simulated left bar and right bar CD difference. Both dark-field and bright-
field binary masks show similar small CD difference through slit. The bright-field low-n attPSM has similar CD
difference with an opposite trend through slit with respect to the binary masks. However, the dark-field low-n
attPSM delivers a larger CD difference through slit. The middle and right figures in Fig. 12 shows the intensity
profile at the left and right edge of the slit for both dark-field and bright-field low-n attPSM of the Two-Bar. The
low-n attPSM dark-field mask introduces pronounced intensity imbalance at the edge of the slit with respect to
the bright-field mask, which results in the larger CD difference. Therefore, through slit aware OPC is important
for dark-field low-n attPSM.

Figure 12: The comparison of pitch 40nm vertical Two-Bar through slit impact (left), and the intensity profile
at the left and right edge of the slit for both dark-field and bright-field of low-n attPSM (DF: dark-field, BF:
bright-field).
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To have a better understanding of such effects through slit, Fig. 13 shows the schematic of the incident
light direction of the Two-Bar at left and right edge of the slit for both dark-field and bright-field masks. The

Figure 13: The schematics of the incident light of the Two-Bar at the left slit and right slit

Ta-based absorber binary mask has reflectivity ∼2%, and the low-n attPSM absorber has reflectivity in the range
of 8% and 15%.20 Considering the dark-field masks (cf. Fig. 13(a)) and the Two-Bar placed at the left slit edge.
The light incident on the left bar is partly blocked by the thin absorber extension (in x-axis) between these two
bars, and of the right bar is partly stopped by the thick absorber extension (in x-axis) on the right side. Due to
the thin absorber extension (in x-axis) between these two bars and the high reflectivity of the low-n absorber,
the left bar of the dark-field low-n attPSM results in more amount of the reflective light than the right bar, see
Fig.12 middle plot. The Two-Bar on the right slit edge shows the opposite. For the bright-field mask (cf. Fig.
13(b)), the two bars get similar amount of the light, the M3D effects are less pronounced (see Fig. 12 right plot).

3.3 T2T Printability

The imec N3 pitch 28nm metal design rule allows aggressive T2T design, the minimum T2T CD is 20nm. Figure
14 shows the simulated and experimental T2T printability at pitch 28nm of low-n attPSMs and binary masks
with respect to different mask tonality using the sources in Fig. 1, which are not optimized to print this tight
T2T. The simulation results show that to print the target T2T CD of 20nm , the mask T2T CD of the dark-field

Figure 14: T2T printability at pitch 28nm of low-n attPSM and binary mask with different tonality (DF:
dark-field, BF: bright-field).

mask (both low-n attPSM and binary mask) needs to be around 10nm, while of the bright-field low-n attPSM
and binary mask needs to be around 20nm and 25nm, respectively. The wafer data in the middle figure shows
dark-field masks can not print T2T CD with 20nm on wafer, due to a large T2T pull back vs. the aerial image
simulation results. Instead, the bright-field masks can print target T2T CD 20nm. The right figure displays
the measured EL vs. DoF for printing target T2T CD 20nm with ± 10% CD variation. The bright-field low-n
attPSM improves the EL ∼ 20% with respect to the binary bright-field mask. Figure 14 demonstrates that
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bright-field low-n attPSM delivers the best performance for T2T printing, which enables large mask T2T CD to
print smaller target T2T CD on the wafer with higher EL. This is good for OPC.

3.4 Side-lobe Printing

Since the low-n attPSM has a higher reflectivity than the Ta-based binary mask, the slide-lobe printing risk of
applying low-n attPSM must be evaluated. Figure 15 shows the aerial image intensity profile distribution at the
edge of pitch 28nm Line/Space building block. The model threshold for each case is determined during the MO
flow based on the design clip shown in Fig. 2. The left results of bright-field masks in Fig. 15 indicate that the

Figure 15: Aerial image intensity profile distribution at the edge of pitch 28nm Line/Space building block at
nominal condition, and the measured SEM images of dark-field low-n attPSM with 33.9% and 53.2% overexposure
dose respectively.

minimum background intensity of bright-field masks is larger than the maximum intensity of the pitch 28nm
Line/Space pattern. Lower the exposure dose will increase the side-lobe printing risk, however, the main features
will stop printing earlier. In other word, there is no side-lobe printing issue for bright-field masks. For the dark-
field case, Fig. 15 shows the background intensity of the reference binary mask is zero, and we don’t have the
side-lobe printing issue. However, the background intensity of the low-n attPSM is between the minimum and
maximum intensity of the pitch 28nm Line/Space pattern, which means the dark-field low-n attPSM has the risk
to print side-lobe. The simulation shows that 82.1% overexposure dose is needed to get the background intensity
touch the model threshold. The measured SEM images on the right side of the figure show that it is hard to see
the side-lobe print at 33.9% overexposure dose, and could see some speckles at 53.2% overexposure dose while
the main features start merging. Therefore, there is no side-lobe printing risk of dark-field low-n attPSM within
the OPW for patterning metal layers.

4. SUMMARY

In this paper, the patterning performance of low-n attPSMs and binary masks is compared through simulations
and experiments with optimized sources. The impact of mask stack and tonality on the best focus shift through
pitch, Two-Bar through slit, the capability of printing Two-Bar and target T2T CD 20nm at pitch 28nm, as
well as the side-lobe printing risk is evaluated. The comparative Table 1 summarizes the improvement of each
metric when using these two mask candidates.

To apply the dark-field low-n attPSM for patterning pitch 28nm metal design, the mitigation of the large best
focus shift through pitch requires design retargting and SRAFs insertion during OPC. However, the dark-field
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Table 1: Comparative summary table of the improvement when using low-n attPSM and binary mask

Low-n Binary

Dark Field Bright Field Dark Field Bright Field

Best Focus Shift Large Small Small Small

Need SRAF Yes (printing risk) No No No

iN3 P28 relevant
design NILS

Medium High Medium High

P28 TwoBar targets
14nm Resist Line

Yes (+SRAF) Yes Yes (+SRAF) Yes

M3D effects through slit
(Two-Bar)

Pronounced No No No

P28 T2T Targets 20nm Aggressive MRC Yes Aggressive MRC Yes

Side-lobe Print No No No No

low-n attPSM has a potential SRAF printing risk (or requires more aggressive MRC). Therefore, SRAF insertion
becomes very challenging. Notably, both dark-field low-n attPSM and binary masks could not print target 20nm
T2T at pitch 28nm with the current sources, and SRAF insertion is necessary for patterning pitch 28nm Two-Bar
with 14nm resist line in the middle. In general, the dark-field low-n attPSM has slightly worse performance with
respect to the reference dark-field binary mask.

Compared to the dark-field low-n attPSM, the bright-field low-n attPSM has smaller best focus shift through
pitch and higher NILS for pitch 28nm relevent design. SRAFs are not needed to print 14nm resist line in the
middle of pitch 28nm Two-Bar. Moreover, bright-field low-n attPSM can print target T2T CD 20nm with
large mask T2T CD. With respect to the bright-field binary mask, the bright-field low-n attPSM delivers better
patterning performance of Two-Bar and T2T CD 20nm at pitch 28nm. In general, the bright-field low-n attPSM
has the best patterning performance with respect to the other three cases.

The imec N3 random logic design clips shown in Fig. 2 with different OPCs have been placed on the low-n
attPSM. Further work will focus on the assessment the patterning performance of low-n attPSM using these
design clips. Moreover, the current optimized source of the bright-field low-n attPSM in this paper is only using
pitch 28nm Line/Space grating as the input target. Adding T2T clips in the SMO to improve the printability of
T2Ts and adding Two-Bar clips in SMO to increase the DoF and reduce the best focus shift through pitch will
be evaluated.
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